WINNER
10 Festival Awards
32 Official Selections
8 Best Documentary
1 Best of Festival
1 Best Short Film

“It’s risky business referring to any presentation as epiphanic. Yet The Witness might merit the term... The psychology is clear, if unstated: If a tough guy like Eddie can nuzzle his favorite cat, can love animals and fight for them, then damn it, so can we!” —The Ann Arbor News

“Unbelievably powerful. It changed my life.”
— PBS Viewer

“The Witness is one man’s truth that cries out for mass exposure... may be the most important and persuasive film about animals ever made.”
—Howard Rosenberg
Los Angeles Times

“The Witness is about changing your life, taking a stand for those who can’t and being true to what is right... It’s a call to all of us to do something, to make a difference.”
—Alicia Silverstone

“The Witness packs all the dramatic punch of an epic Hollywood feature... Deceptively simple, the film works on many levels, providing such easy and deep access to ‘animal consciousness’ that it ranks among the most effective cinematic tools for social change to date.” —Satya Magazine

“The strength of the force to banish this provocative film is the very reason we chose to broadcast it.”
—Toni Whiteman
Producer, Link TV

“The Witness is one of the most moving documentaries I’ve ever seen.”
—William Baldwin
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